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680131/A500 - FriFri Super Easy Pasta 311 Electric Free-standing Pasta
Cooker - 1 Basket - W 300 mm - 7.5 kW

  

The FriFri Super Easy 311 Free Standing Pasta Boiler is made for high output - you'll be able to cook perfect pasta even during peak periods,
while optional smaller baskets enable smaller portions to be cooked in constant rotation. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Price with discount £2,196.00

£2,635.20

Discount 

Ask a question about this product 

ManufacturerFriFRi 

Description 

Designed and built to ensure longer life in the harshest of conditions
Enables you to cook all types of pasta reliably and consistently with great results
High outputs of pasta enable you to keep pace with demand, even during peak periods
Optional smaller baskets enable smaller portions to be cooked in constant rotation maximising output and efficiency

Plumbed to fresh water supply and waste for quick, easy filling and drainage of tank
Superior resistance to punishing salt and starch corrosion with a grade 316 stainless steel single pressed tank and corrosion resistant
incoloy heating element
Starch removal keeps water fresh for longer to ensure perfect results
Two tilt position elements to aid draining and cleaning
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Full Description

The FriFri Super Easy 311 Free Standing Pasta Boiler is made for high output. You'll be able to cook perfect pasta even during peak periods,
while optional smaller baskets enable smaller portions to be cooked in constant rotation. The Pasta Boiler is also plumbed to fresh water supply
to enable quick, easy filling and drainage of the tank. It's made with the the quality and care that customers have come to expect from the FriFri
brand for over 70 years. Built to last, the 311 thrives in even the harshest of conditions, with its grade 316 stainless steel design offering superior
resistance to punishing salt and starch corrosion.

 

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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